Early Career Scientist Activities at the 48th Lunar and Planetary Science Conference

• The Lunar and Planetary Institute (LPI) facilitated two early career programs the week of the 48th Lunar and Planetary Science Conference (LPSC):
  • Early Career Presenters Review – March 19, 2017
  • LPSC Insights: Get Connected, Stay Connected – March 20, 2017

• Early Career Presenters Review
  • Young scientists presented and received feedback on their LPSC papers (oral or poster; images at right) before presenting during LPSC
  • Eleven early career (undergraduate/graduate students) scientists’ presentations were reviewed by three senior scientists

• LPSC Insights: Get Connected, Stay Connected
  • LPI paired 18 first-time LPSC attendees (undergraduate/graduate students) with an experienced conference attendee mentor
  • Mentors helped new conference attendees learn best practices at conferences, attending sessions together and networking with future colleagues
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